**AURION TROLLEYS - TOP QUALITY**

**AURION EMERGENCY**

- Single piece Baydur structure
- Used needle bucket
- Used cotton waste container
- Life saving drugs drawer
- Waste bin with lid
- Sliding working surface
- Water bottle holder
- Sliding working surface
- Drawer with stainless steel medication basin
- 2 clear plastic swinging pockets (for patient files)
- Ampoule opener

**AURION BASIC**

- Single piece Baydur structure
- Rotating defibrillator holder tray
- 2 utility hooks
- Catheter's compartments
- Sliding working surface
- Drawer 100 mm
- Drawer 150 mm
- Centralized locking system

**AURION DRESSING**

- Single piece Baydur structure
- Rotating defibrillator holder tray
- Side waste container and catheter holder
- Built in perimetral protection
- Oxygen tank holder on back (tank not included)
- 3 drawers 60x48x13 cm
- 1 drawer 60x48x26 cm

**AURION MULTIFUNCTIONAL TROLLEYS**

- A multifunctional and revolutionary line of carts with innovative design, superior quality and complete accessories.
- Body is made of a single rounded piece of Baydur polyurethane material manufactured by Bayer AG. It can be washed and disinfected. It does not react with diluted acids, alkali and solvents. It is self-extinguishing according to class UL VO. All carts are Latex free.
- Handles are moulded into the body. Trolley’s top has a 4-sided moulded containing rim to avoid any spilling/falling of materials. All around bumper protection is included to avoid any damage to the personnel, cart and medical devices.

**AURION TROLLEY**

- A multifunctional and revolutionary line of carts with innovative design, superior quality and complete accessories.
- Body is made of a single rounded piece of Baydur polyurethane material manufactured by Bayer AG. It can be washed and disinfected. It does not react with diluted acids, alkali and solvents. It is self-extinguishing according to class UL VO. All carts are Latex free. For safety, handles are moulded into the body. Trolley’s top has a 4-sided moulded containing rim to avoid any spilling/falling of materials. All around bumper protection is included to avoid any damage to the personnel, cart and medical devices.

**AURION EMERGENCY TROLLEY**

- Professional trolley with painted steel structure and external plastic finishing equipped with 4 drawers, one lateral basket, one extra lateral table, I.V. stand, defibrillator holder (plexiglass tray), oxygen holder up to 5 litres (back), 4 antistatic rubber castors.
- 27479 EMERGENCY TROLLEY - small 67x64xh100 cm
- 27471 PARTITION KIT for 27479 (drawer 45 cm)
- 27482 EMERGENCY TROLLEY - standard 82x64xh100 cm
- 27472 PARTITION KIT for 27482 (drawer 60 cm)

**EMERGENCY TROLLEY**

- EMERGENCY TROLLEY - 2 size, 2 colour
- Professional trolley with painted steel structure and external plastic finishing equipped with 4 drawers, one lateral basket, one extra lateral table, I.V. stand, defibrillator holder (plexiglass tray), oxygen holder up to 5 litres (back), 4 antistatic rubber castors.